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 Impressive Design Pack in PU-RIM Perfect surface quality and custom-fit manufacture are the hallmarks of the
liftreducing Mansory auto body design for the current Cayenne models. With the striking design, the SUV turns into the
centre of attention on the streets and off-road. A far more dynamic front apron with larger air inlets is the outstanding
element at the front. An ultra-light bonnet additionally strengthened with carbon supplies the front engine with extra fresh
air via ventilation ducts. By broadening the wings, the Mansory makeover gains an individual character. With the
additional side skirts, the serial auto body is broadened by 40 mm and already imbues the car with pure power even
when it is still parked. The Mansory rear apron with an integrated diffuser has enough room for the end pipes of the
valve-controlled sport exhaust system and seamlessly fits into the overall package.

Wheels and running gear - components for best road holding characteristics and an excellent look Mansory developed
its dynamically elegant rim design especially for the requirements of the Cayenne. The 5-spoke mono block wheel does
not only convince with its exclusive appearance. By manufacturing the wheel in forged technology, the unsprung
masses were reduced and this significantly improves both the acceleration and also the braking distance and the
handling. Mansory closely follows the individual wishes of its clientele and offers the rim in the dimensions 10x22 inches
or 11x23 inches. The new aluminium wheels are particularly underlined by the special chassis springs. Thereby,
progressively turned springs lower the SUV´s centre of gravity by a maximum of 35 millimetres at the front- and rear
axle. With the Mansory sport module, cars with air suspension can be lowered by up to 45 millimetres. The newly
extended product programme of the dynamic accessory programme includes a newly developed sport braking system.
Braking disks sized 420 x 40 mm (at the front) and 375 x 30 mm (at the back) are grabbed by the front eight- and back
four piston systems and render optimised deceleration values. Interior design without limits At Mansory, only the most
precious materials are fitted into the interior. Pedals made of aluminium perfectly match with the applications made of
carbon fibre and render motor sports feeling. Perfect decorative stitches on the instrument panel and the
 seats set further design trends. Masterly hand-craft, individual shape and highest quality as far as the eye can see. On
demand, we can provide everything that makes your heart beat faster - from personalised floor mats up to full leather
interior, everything is manufactured with unsurpassed precision.
 Mansory managed a perfect symbiosis between dynamic functionality and luxurious ambience
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